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Abstract. In the Emotion Recognition in Conversation task, recent in-
vestigations have utilized attention mechanisms exploring relationships
among utterances from intra- and inter-speakers for modeling emotional
interaction between them. However, attributes such as speaker person-
ality traits remain unexplored and present challenges in terms of their
applicability to other tasks or compatibility with diverse model architec-
tures. Therefore, this work introduces a novel framework named BiosERC,
which investigates speaker characteristics in a conversation. By employ-
ing Large Language Models (LLMs), we extract the “biographical infor-
mation” of the speaker within a conversation as supplementary knowl-
edge injected into the model to classify emotional labels for each utter-
ance. Our proposed method achieved state-of-the-art (SOTA) results on
three famous benchmark datasets: IEMOCAP, MELD, and EmoryNLP,
demonstrating the effectiveness and generalization of our model and
showcasing its potential for adaptation to various conversation analy-
sis tasks. Our source code is available at https://github.com/yingjie
7/BiosERC.

Keywords: speaker modeling · biography of speaker in conversation ·
emotion recognition in conversation · large language models

1 Introduction

Emotion recognition in conversation (ERC) is a pivotal research topic that has
garnered growing attention due to its extensive range of applications [1,2]. In
ERC tasks, the input text frequently consists of transcribed spoken dialogues
from a speech recognition system, featuring colloquial or truncated statements
that lack standardized grammar, thereby complicating emotional recognition in
the dialogue. Unlike the traditional non-conversation sentiment analysis task,
ERC emphasizes some of the many factors that influence ERC tasks, including
contextual and speaker-specific information [1].

Therefore, recent approaches have inclined toward encoding acoustic fea-
tures [3,4] or contextual information [5,6,7] to enrich utterance vector repre-
sentation. On the other hand, numerous previous works have typically utilized
GRU [8,9,10], GNN [11,2], or self-attention network [1,12,13] to encode richer
speaker-specific information, including intra- and inter-speaker features. How-
ever, this latent information is predominantly learned from relationships among
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utterances. It poses challenges for validating its effectiveness and applying it to
alternative tasks, and is problematic for other model architectures. Addition-

I can't believe that Ross is
gone. It is just so sad.
[sadness]

I didn't know Ross and you were so
close.
[surprise]

I thought so many times about calling him ...
[sadness]

But you didn't!
[joy]

#1 #2

#6 #7

Speaker Biography
generated by LLMs

#1 #3 #6

time
#2 #4 #5 #7 #8

(Conversation)

           SPEAKER_A seem to be 
           a very emotional person,
  as evidenced by their sadness
and regret over the loss of
someone they barely ...

         SPEAKER_B
         seems to be
a supportive and
empathetic
listener ...

          SPEAKER_C seems  
          to be a bit of a  
          romantic, and
express excitement at the
idea of Kori Weston having a
crush on him...

speaker biography

Emotion Recognition in Conversation

I'm sure that would mean a lot to him. 
[neutral] #4

We weren't but we had one class
together. He was such a great guy ...
[sadness] #3

Fig. 1. Overview of our BiosERC framework

ally, speaker characteristics as a crucial and foundational feature in ERC tasks
has not been comprehensively explored. We posit that within a dialogue, an
individual’s character can significantly influence their manner of emotional ex-
pression and habitual vocabulary selection, leading to varying emotions for the
same statement even when articulated by different speakers. Comprehension of
interlocutors’ personality traits can thus facilitate accurately discerning their
emotional inclinations within the discourse.

To tackle the aforementioned challenge, we propose BiosERC, a novel method
designed to discover speakers’ personality information to enhance ERC systems.
In contrast to previous methodologies relying on GRU [9,10] or speaker-based
masked attention mechanisms [1,12,13] to capture emotional expression features
of different speakers, BiosERC stands out by precisely extracting individual per-
sonalities of speakers within dialogues (Figure 1). This uniqueness empowers the
model to intricately comprehend character traits and encapsulate events of emo-
tional transitions occurring within the characters. Moreover, our mechanism for
extracting speaker characteristics is explicit and more amenable to verification
and adaptation for application to various conversation analysis tasks.

Specifically, BiosERC utilizes LLMs with a prompting technique [14,15] to
extract descriptions of interlocutor features as supplementary knowledge, which
are then injected into the emotion recognition process within conversations. As
shown in Figure 1, this conversation involves three distinct speakers, each pre-
senting unique perspectives and exhibiting markedly different emotional states.
The speaker description facilitates the model’s thorough understanding of each
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speaker’s role within a conversation. Particularly, SPEAKER A is experiencing
sadness and regret (as mentioned in the speaker description), resulting in expres-
sions predominantly filled with sadness. SPEAKER B appears to be a supportive
and empathetic listener, with limited involvement in the conversation, and re-
acts through SPEAKER A’s utterances. Meanwhile, SPEAKER C responds with
excitement upon hearing their conversation. Intuitively, the integration of bio-
graphical data plays an important role in enriching the emotional background
of each speaker in conversations, and holds the potential for more precise and
comprehensive emotional recognition, especially in complex dialogues.

We carry out experiments on three benchmark datasets, including IEMO-
CAP, MELD, and EmoryNLP. The experimental results demonstrate that our
method achieves SOTA performance, which indicates the effectiveness of our pro-
posed model. Furthermore, our proposed mechanism, which uses a prompting
technique for LLMs to extract the speakers’ biographical information, shows the
potential to adapt to various conversation-level tasks such as opinion analysis,
recommendation, and others.

2 Related Work

Emotion Recognition in Conversation. In contrast to the conventional
non-conversation sentiment analysis task, ERC demands a greater reliance on
contextual and speaker-specific information for its support. For the purpose of
modeling the conversational context, numerous studies employ Recurrent Neu-
ral Networks (RNNs) [16,17] or Graph Convolution Network (GCN) [1,18] to
explore the hidden relationships between utterances. Moreover, the incorpora-
tion of contextual information and external knowledge into utterance vector
representations has been notably achieved in recent works [12,6,16,19] through
the utilization of self-attention mechanisms and pre-trained Language Models
(LM) [20,21]. In the recent success of LLMs on various NLP tasks, InstructERC
[22] is proposed to utilize the instruction prompting technique and fine-tune the
LLM model for ERC tasks. MKFM framework [23] proposed the utilization of
diverse supplementary knowledge information (e.g., emotional cause, topics) by
ChatGPT service to inject into a graph-based model. In comparison, our work
focuses on modeling speaker characteristics, a fundamental information which
can be extracted by open-source LLMs (e.g, LLama-2). In addition, we also prove
our proposed mechanism worked effectively when fine-tuning on both popular
architectures: BERT and transformer-based decoder-only LLM.
Speaker-based ERC. Because of the significant impact of speakers on ERC,
researchers have placed emphasis on speaker modeling. DialogueRNN [8] and
COSMIC [16] leverage Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) for the modeling of speaker-
specific semantic context. Some researches [11,2] treat conversations as graphs
while incorporating prior speaker information as distinct relationships between
utterances, or considers speakers as nodes within the graph. HiTrans [5] exploits
an auxiliary task to classify whether two utterances belong to the same speaker
to make the model speaker-sensitive. S+PAGE [24] employs a two-stream conver-
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sation Transformer architecture to extract both self and inter-speaker contextual
features. However, the majority of prior research has predominantly concentrated
on modeling individual speaker utterances or interactions among different speak-
ers, with particular attention given to the intra- and inter-speaker aspects for the
extraction of speaker-based information [6,13]. Regrettably, limited emphasis has
been placed on exploring speaker characteristics, which constitute critical and
foundational elements of conversational information. Therefore, we propose a
novel method named BiosERC, which employs external tools to extract speaker
characteristics and inject them into the process of emotion recognition within
conversations.

3 Methodology

This section introduces our baseline model architecture for the ERC task, which
utilizes intra- and inter-speaker information following current SOTA methods
[24,6,10], and our proposed method BiosERC, which incorporates the biogra-
phy of the speakers into an ERC model. Formally, we define a conversation as:
C = {ui}0≤i<|C|, where each individual utterance ui is articulated by speaker
p(ui) ∈ S, with S = {sj}0≤j<|S| representing the set of speakers in the conver-
sation. Here, p denotes a mapping function that associates utterances with their
respective speakers.

3.1 Intra-inter ERC (baseline)

Based on recent SOTA methods in the ERC task [24,10,13], we implement our
baseline model consisting of three principal components: utterance vector repre-
sentation, context modeling, and an emotion classification layer.

Utterance Vector Representation. To enrich meaning representations, we
follow an approach that mixes the surrounding utterances within a fixed-window
size [25,9,19,13]. Particularly, to encode a sentence ui, the text input is combined
by surrounding the utterance according to the following template: “[cls], ui−w,
.., </s>, ui, </s>, ... ui+w”, where w is the local contextual window size
hyperparameter. The utterance vector is computed by aggregating the respective
word vectors following [13]:

hcls, hwords = RoBERTa([ui−w, .., ui+w]) (1)

hutt = [tanh(average(hwords of ui) ·Wu)]0≤i<|C| (2)

where hwords of ui denotes the word vectors selected from hwords at the positions
of the utterance ui; h

utt is all utterance vectors in a conversation; and W ∗ refers
to learnable weights.
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Context Modeling. Utterance vectors are integrated contextual information
of whole conversation by attention mechanism:

Attn(q, k, v,M) = softmax(
q · k⊺√

dt
+M) · v (3)

qt, kt, vt = huttW q
t , h

uttW k
t , h

uttW v
t (4)

headt = Attn(qt, kt, vt,M) (5)

hMultiHead = concat([headt|0<t≤H ])W o (6)

whereH is the number of heads in the MultiHead attention layer; qt, kt, vt are ut-
terance vectors in various semantic space (dimension size dt). In detail, following
[6,13], we construct the relation matrices (M) for modeling relationship among
utterances, where Mik = 0 if ui and uk should have interaction, Mik = −∞ if
otherwise. For the baseline model, we implement three different relationships:
global context (all utterance pairs are connected), intra-speaker (only utterance
pairs of the same speaker are connected), and inter-speaker (only utterance
pairs of the different speaker are connected). Consequently, we acquire three
new hidden states (from Equation 6) hcontxt, hintra, hinter feed-forward to the
Classification component.
Classification. This component aims to integrate all the hidden features of
utterances to classify the emotion label.

hspeaker
i = hintra

i W a + hinter
i W r (7)

eoi = softmax(hutt
i Wu + hcontxt

i W g + hspeaker
i ) (8)

Then, the emotion vector (eoi ) is used to compute the loss via Cross-Entropy
function and is trained based on the gold emotional label of the i-th utterance.

3.2 Bios ERC

In this section, we describe the process of generating the speaker’s biography
and present our BiosERC framework, leveraging two popular pre-trained LM as
backbones: a BERT-based model [21] (e.g., RoBERTa) and a transformer-based
decoder-only LLM model [15] (e.g., Llama-2). Notably, we also introduce an
effective mechanism using the biography of speakers incorporating fine-tuning a
LLM-based [26] with the prompting technique.

3.3 Biography of Speaker

In this part, we introduce a mechanism using the prompting technique for the
LLMs to generate the description (dj) for the respective speaker (uj). Given
a conversation C, the output of this step is the biography (description) of all
speakers in a conversation B = {dj}0≤j<|S|.

dj = LLMs(prompting(C, sj)) (9)
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LLMs refers to large language models such as Llama2 [15], which can general-
ize a speaker’s biography based on their conversation. The prompting function
is a template containing two conversation instances (C) and speaker identifica-
tion (sj) to exploit the knowledge of the LLMs (Table 1). To avoid long plain
text descriptions, we instruct the LLMs to limit the output by adding a “note”
concerning the length of the prompting template. Consequently, we obtain ad-
ditional data about the persona of the speakers in each conversation (B), which
is utilized for speaker modeling in the subsequent step.

Table 1. Prompting template to extract the description of characteristics of the speaker
from a conversation with LLMs.

Given this conversation between speakers:
{conversation content C}
In overall above conversation, what do you think about the characteristics of speaker
{speaker identification sj}? (Note: provide an answer within 250 words)

3.4 BERT-based BiosERC architecture

Firstly, we encode the speaker’s description using a pre-trained language model
to acquire hidden vector representation (hdesc

j ).

hdesc
j = RoBERTa(dj)[0] (10)

where j is the speaker index in the set of speakers in a conversation, 0 ≤ j < |S|.
Our proposed method, BiosERC, extends the baseline model and redefines the
speaker’s hidden vector representation (hspeaker

i in Equation 7) (Figure 2). This
architecture is designed with a straightforward target that injects the personality
information of each speaker into their corresponding utterances by a multi-layer
perceptron network. Then, the speaker information in Equation 7 is replaced by:

hspeaker
i = hdesc

p(ui)
W desc + bdesc (11)

where p(ui) denotes the corresponding speaker of utterance ui. Through this
mechanism, all the utterances from the same speaker are shared in the unified
speaker vector representation, while the weights are updated in the training
process. Finally, the utterance vector is fused with the speaker vector which
supports emotional classification.

BiosERC - biography injected by attention mechanism. We consider
a variant of our BiosERC model, which is engineered to dynamically incorpo-
rate the speaker’s information into each utterance via the attention mechanism.
The relationship between the current utterance and all individual speakers is
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RoBERTa
[cls] ..  </s> I didn't know..</s> I am ..

ui-1 ui ui+1</s> </s>

h</s> h</s>hI hdi.. hknow ...

Mean pooling

Classification Layer

excited - happy - neutral - ...- sad

h[cls] hSPEAKER_B hseems

SPEAKER_B seems
to be a supportive ...

dj

RoBERTa

(Speaker's biography
 modeling)

...

(Utterance vectors)

......

h0
utt h1

utt h|C|
utt

hi
utt

h0
utt h1

utt h|C|
utt

(Global context modeling)

...
...

Self-Attention
Network

hj
desc

MLP

hi
utt hj

desc

Attention

hi
utt hj

desc

(Speaker's information
fusion layer)

Fig. 2. Overview of our BiosERC model architecture.

integrated to enrich the utterance vector representation.

hfusion
i = hdesc

p(ui)
W p + hutt

i (12)

hdesc = {hdesc
j }0≤j<|S| (13)

hspeaker
i = Attn(hfusion

i , hdesc, hdesc,0) (14)

We first compute a fusion vector (hfusion) between the utterance and respective
speaker description vectors. Then we collect all the speaker description vectors
(hdesc) and use the attention mechanism to model the relationship between the
utterance and all speakers in a conversation. Finally, the speaker features are
embedded in this vector, hspeaker

i , and are replaced using Equation 7 in the
baseline system.

3.5 LLM-based BiosERC + instruction fine-tuning (ft LLM)

Since the robust natural language understanding capabilities of LLMs [15], we
provide the speaker description as part of the text prompting input for the model
(highlighted in blue in Table 2) instead of modifying model architecture. We
follow the instruction fine-tuning approach [27], with causal language modeling
objective to train an LLM to generate emotional label text (highlighted in red
in Table 2):

x = prompting(ui, sj , dj , C, ei) (15)

IP(x) = Π
|x|
z=1IP(xz|x0, x1, ..., xz−1) (16)

where x, z is a sequence of tokens and the token’s index in prompting input
(Table 2), respectively. Additionally, we utilize LoRA [28], a lightweight training
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technique, to reduce the number of trainable parameters. The instruction fine-
tuned LLM learned the distribution of emotional labels given prompting input
(x). During the inferring phase, the emotional label (ei) which is omitted from
prompting input, is left to be generated by the fine-tuned LLM.

Table 2. Prompting input template using speaker description and content of conver-
sation for fine-tuning LLMs.

system
### You are an expert at analyzing the emotion of utterances among speakers in a conversation.
### Given the characteristic of this speaker, {speaker name sj}: {speaker description dj}
### Given the following conversation as a context {conversation C}
user
Based on the above conversation and characteristics of the speakers, which emotional label of {sj}
in the utterance {utterance ui} ?
assistant
{emotional label of ui in text: ei}

4 Experimental Setting

Datasets We conducted evaluations on three ERC benchmark datasets in
text-only version: IEMOCAP [29], involving daily conversations between pairs
with ten different speakers; MELD [30], derived from TV shows and featuring
multiparty conversations; EmoryNLP [31], another multiparty daily dialogue
dataset sourced from TV shows. The statistical information of these datasets
is shown in Table 3. In accordance with prior works [16,12], we employed the
Weighted-F1 score as the evaluation metric to maintain compatibility.

Table 3. Statistical information on all ERC datasets.

Dataset
#dialogues #utterances

#speaker
train dev test train dev test

IEMOCAP 108 12 31 5,163 647 1,623 2.00
EmoryNLP 659 89 79 7,551 954 984 3.34
MELD 1,039 114 280 9,989 1,109 2,610 2.72

Implementation Details Since the recent successful applications and ad-
vancing capabilities of pre-trained LLMs [15,14], we leverage LLama-2 model to
procure personality descriptions for each participant in the conversation. Specif-
ically, we verify the effectiveness of speaker description information on two afore-
mentioned pre-trained LMs: the BERT-based model with roberta-large and
the transformer-based decoder-only LLM model with Llama-2-13b. The best
model is determined based on the development set of each dataset and employed
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to evaluate the test set. For fine-tuning BERT-based BiosERC (section 3.4), the
hyper-parameters were selected as follows: the learning rate is selected from
{1e−5; 5e−6}; the dropout value is 0.2, and number epochs is 30; and the local
context window size (w) is chosen in {2, 4}; we report the average scores obtained
across 10 independent runs. For fine-tuning LLM-based BiosERC (section 3.5),
learning rate is selected from {2e−4; 3e−4}, number epochs is 3; we report the
average scores obtained across 5 independent runs because of the computation
cost. All the source code of this project is published at MASKED LINK.

5 Results and Analysis

5.1 Main results

Our approach demonstrated competitive performance compared to recent SOTA
methods on three famous benchmark datasets (Table 4) on both two architec-
tures BERT-based and transformer-based decoder-only LLM model. In com-

Table 4. Performance comparison between our proposed method and previous works
on the test sets. Column #T.Params. refers to the number of trainable parameters.
The notations ‡, † indicate the significant difference (t-test) with the baseline in levels
p < 0.01 and p < 0.05, separately.

Methods #T.Params. IEMOCAP EmoryNLP MELD

HiTrans [32] 64.50 36.75 61.94
DAG [12] 68.03 39.02 63.65
DialogXL [33] 65.94 34.73 62.14
DialogueEIN [6] 68.93 38.92 65.37
SGED + DAG-ERC [10] 68.53 40.24 65.46
S+PAGE [24] 68.93 40.05 64.67
InstructERC [22] +(ft LLM) 71.39 41.39 69.15

Intra/inter ERC (baseline) [13] 189× 106 67.65 39.33 64.58

BiosERCBERT-based 186× 106 67.79 39.89† 65.51‡

BiosERC +ft LLMLlama-2-7b 80× 106 69.02 41.44 68.72
BiosERC +ft LLMLlama-2-13b 125× 106 71.19 41.68 69.83

parison with the previous speaker-based methods (SGED + DAG-ERC [10],
S+PAGE [24] and DialogueEIN [6]) experimental results demonstrated the ef-
fectiveness of our proposed approach and further affirm that speaker modeling
by speaker descriptions are superior to the information offered by intra- and
inter-speaker contexts. In addition, our BiosERC model achieved significant dif-
ferences with the baseline system on both the EmoryNLP and MELD datasets,
which is shown clearly in Figure 3. Because the MELD and EmoryNLP are
multiparty conversation datasets (the average number of interlocutors are 2.72
and 3.34, respectively), the emotions are influenced more by different speaker
personalities in a conversation than the IEMOCAP dataset.
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In the previous method of fine-tuning an LLM, InstructERC [22] considers
speaker identifier as an auxiliary task, requiring two-stage training, which is
more time-consuming than ours in the training process. Besides, our proposed
method uses speaker descriptions generated by LLM in natural language, which
can be easier incorporated with humans using our system for customization (e.g.,
customer support staff can directly provide or modify characteristics generated
by LLM of their customers). Similar to BERT-based BiosERC, among three
datasets, the LLM-based BiosERC shows the strengthens of multi-party datasets
(more than two speakers in each conversation), EmoryNLP and MELD. By fine-
tuning an LLM, Llama-2-13b, the performance of our BiosERC increased by
1-4% weighted F1 scores compared to BERT-based models and achieved new
SOTA performance on EmoryNLP and MELD datasets. Besides, since utilizing
a lightweight training technique, LoRA [28], the number of training parameters
in LLM-based BiosERC was smaller than BERT-based BiosERC (only fine-tuned
on two last layers) which proved the potential of LLM-based BiosERC in the
real application.

60

62

64

66

Training steps

Weighted-F1

BiosERC

Intra-Inter ERC

Fig. 3. Performance comparison between our BERT-based BiosERC and the baseline
model (MELD dev set), illustrating the performance variability across 10 random runs.

5.2 Ablation study

We conducted an ablation study to evaluate the effectiveness of integrating
speaker biographies into the broader system encompassing various aspects.
BiosERC architecture. As shown in Table 5, it is apparent that our BERT-
based BiosERC (row 3), which incorporates the speaker’s descriptions, exhibits
significant advantages in F1 score, outperforming the baseline system that relies
on intra/inter- speaker relationships. Besides, by using the attention mechanism
to encode the speaker’s biography (row 2), BiosERC achieved high performance
and it also clearly outperformed the baseline model. Moreover, in the setting
of BiosERC +fine-tuning LLM (row 8), when removing the speaker description
(the blue part in Table 2) from the input prompting (row 6), the performance
significantly decreased by 1.05 F1 score. By fine-tuning the different LLM mod-
els, Llama-2-13b and Llama-2-7b, the performance is slightly decreased with
0.52 F1 score (rows 7, 8). These results proved the importance of the speaker’s
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biography information and the efficacy of our proposed approach for speaker
modeling.

Table 5. Performance comparison among variants of BiosERC on the MELD devel-
opment set.

Methods LLMs extracting bio. Weighted-F1

1. Intra/inter ERC (baseline) - 66.08(−1.19)

2. BiosERC injecting bio. by attention Llama-2-chat-70b 66.71†(−0.56)

3. BiosERC Llama-2-chat-70b 67.27‡

4. BiosERC Llama-2-chat-7b 67.23‡(−0.04)

5. BiosERC vicuna-33b-v1.3 66.96‡(−0.32)

6. BiosERC +ft LLMLlama-2-13b w/o speaker bio. - 69.17(−1.05)

7. BiosERC +ft LLMLlama-2-7b Llama-2-chat-70b 69.70(−0.52)

8. BiosERC +ft LLMLlama-2-13b Llama-2-chat-70b 70.22†

Speaker biographies. We explored various currently popular LLMs for gen-
erating speaker biographies, including LLama-2-chat-70b, Llama-2-chat-7b

[15], and vicuna-33b-v1.3 [34]. Among these, LLama-2-chat-70b yielded the
best outcomes. Based on observation, we found that the Vicuna model failed
to provide speaker descriptions in some “extra difficult” cases, such as when
the conversation length is too short (e.g., less than three utterances) or when
the specific speaker has extremely short utterances (e.g., Hmm). These solid
improvements worked on the diverse biographies generated by various LLMs
underscore the versatility and effectiveness of extracting “speaker biographies”,
demonstrating that the LLMs framework can be highly beneficial for biography
generation and assisting with ERC tasks.

5.3 Conversation length

We analyzed the MELD development set to evaluate the impact of conversation
length on the performance as depicted in Figure 4. Overall, our method outper-
forms intra- and inter-speaker methods across conversations of varying lengths.
It is worth noting that the performance of short dialogues (conversation length
less than 15) improves significantly more than that of long dialogues. These
results also proved the importance of “speaker characteristic” in short conver-
sations lacking contextual information. When contextual information is limited,
speaker characteristics are based on the speaker’s lexical choices, which contain
explicit or implicit meaning in the sentence. An LLM can extract the speaker’s
characteristics by recognizing the explicit or implicit meaning conveyed in these
statements. In addition, MELD is a multiparty dataset, which contains many
conversations involving more than three speakers. Based on our observations on
the improvement examples, “speaker characteristic” is especially important in
short conversations which lack much contextual information.
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5.4 Case study

Our model enhances emotion recognition accuracy, even in short conversations
with limited contextual information. As show in Table 6, conversation 1041
is a short dialogue consisting of only five sentences. Our model perceives two
speaker descriptions, these descriptions facilitate a more accurate identification
of SPEAKER 0’s discourse, leaning towards positivity rather than anger. In ad-
dition, our architecture shows an improved capacity in predicting emotions in
shorter sentences through the utilization of speaker description, particularly in
cases where traditional models struggle due to the minimal information con-
tained in expressions such as “Yeah”, or “Okay”.

Additionally, our approach adeptly copes with scenarios where the error rate
is high at the beginning of the conversation as show in Table 6 (u0, u1, u2

in conversation 1061). Because contextual and speaker information is lacking at
the outset of the conversation, the baseline model consistently produces incorrect
initial sentences. However, with the assistance of our “speaker description”, it
delivers a better performance from the beginning of the dialogue. Experimental
results prove the effectiveness and versatility of our approach across diverse
conversations, including those with complex contextual information.

[0-5) [5-10) [10-15) [15-20) [20-)

65

70

#Conversation

Weighted-F1

BiosERC

Intra-Inter ERC

Fig. 4. Performance comparison respect to length of conversation (number of utter-
ance) on the MELD development set (variability across 10 random runs).

6 Limitation

In this work, we introduce a novel method for modeling speaker characteristics
based on biographical information of interlocutors in a conversation, generated
by a large language model (LLM). In terms of computation time, our BiosERC
method requires additional computing resources for the inference of the LLM
compared to methods like Intra-inter ERC, which utilize hidden speaker iden-
tity information. Additionally, for the scope of this paper, we have not addressed
issues related to human privacy data. In realistic applications, access to conver-
sation history should be granted and clarified by the data owner. However, we
believe that, with appropriate agreements to protect users’ privacy data, it is
possible to obtain this permission.
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Table 6. Case study of improvement examples collected in the MELD dataset. The red
and green labels refer to the incorrect and correct prediction of the models, respectively.

Idx
Conversation 1041

Label BiosERC Baseline
Speaker 0 Speaker 1

d0 SPEAKER 0 in the conversation comes across as someone who is confident, friendly
.. to create a relaxed atmosphere ...

d1 SPEAKER 1 in the conversation comes across as a friendly .. have a strong sense of
loyalty and trust in their relationships...

u0 Hey Estelle,listen neutral neutral neutral

u1
Well! Well! Well! Joey Tribbiani! So
you came back huh?

surprise surprise joy

u2
What are you talking about? I never
left you! You’ve always been my agent!

surprise surprise anger

u3 Really?! surprise surprise surprise

u4 Yeah! joy joy anger

Idx
Conversation 1061

Label BiosERC Baseline
Speaker 0 Speaker 1 Speaker 2

d0 SPEAKER 0 seems to be a very inquisitive and curious person. ... SPEAKER 0 appears to be quite
blunt and direct in his communication style, not mincing words or sugarcoating his thoughts.

d1 SPEAKER 1 seems to be a humorous and light-hearted person. ... SPEAKER 1 shares that they
have only been with one person in their whole life, and this is met with surprise and disbelief by the
other ...

d2 SPEAKER 2 seems to be a humorous and light-hearted person... SPEAKER 2 is someone who
enjoys having fun and is not afraid to poke fun at themselves or others...

u0 Well, what? neutral neutral surprise

u1 What? neutral neutral surprise

u2 What is it? neutral neutral sadness

u3 That she left you? surprise surprise sadness

u4 That she likes women? neutral sadness sadness

u5
That she left you for another woman that
likes women?

neutral surprise sadness

u6
Little louder, okay, I think there’s a man on the
twelfth floor in a coma that didn’t quite hear you.

anger neutral anger

...
u11 With Carol? Oh. surprise surprise neutral

u12
So in your whole life, you’ve only been with
one oh.

surprise neutral neutral

u13
Whoah, boy, hockey was a big mistake! There was
a whole bunch of stuff we could’ve done tonight!

surprise surprise joy
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7 Conclusion

In conclusion, we proposed a novel mechanism incorporating speakers’ charac-
teristics into the ERC task, which has not been fully developed in prior research.
We improve the performance of the ERC task by investigating the influence of
the personality of interlocutors on emotions, considering this external knowledge
as a unique feature. Our experiments on three benchmark datasets consistently
yielded SOTA or competitive results, thereby substantiating the effectiveness
of our proposed method. Furthermore, our model is straightforward yet highly
adaptable, thus enabling its applicability to a wide range of conversation analysis
tasks.
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